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- Selection biases in the entry of items
  - Items that are less responsive to recent exchange rate movements than items already in the index.
  - The size of this bias is sensitive to the speed of pass-through.
  - Construct an alternative price index by delaying the entry of substitutes in the basket.
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The key source of bias??

Due to the possibility of items leaving the basket having higher deviation from their reset price

Further details are necessary from BLS to work on this
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Because, the import price index consists of many item prices

If any of the items are affected by lagged exchange rates, you may want to include as many lags just to capture the dynamics of these items.
Create two price series:

- One with 24 lags of exchange rate effect
- The other with 2 lags of exchange rate effect

Take the weighted average of the two series. With low-enough weights on the 24-lag series, the lag selection through AIC or SC can be as low as 2 or 3. Hence, the 24-lag series almost disappear in lag selection through AIC or SC. But, can we still use 24 lags on the weighted average to see the overall effects (for medium or long-run)?
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- The answer is yes if you believe in the following alternative lag selection:

  When I used sequential F-test with maximum 50 possible lags (for 10,000 simulations) as a lag selection criterion, the highest lag with the medium (and mode) lag selection equal to itself (and the mean lag selection very close to itself) was 24, while it was not the case for any higher possible lags. Hence, through sequential F-test, select the highest lag which minimizes the distance with itself after 10,000 simulations. In my case, 99% of simulations selected 24 lags.

I repeated this exercise with creating price series with many different exchange rate lags; the results were the same. Hence, using sequential F-test can be an alternative solution.
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A very good job of determining possible reasons for downward bias

More clarification is necessary for technical details

What about an overall decomposition of all three effects?

- Consider two-series exercise above
- Changing weights would correspond to entries and exits
- Such a simple exercise may help decomposing the three effects

More to learn from micro-prices